After we've been in Ping'an, we continue the 9th day to Guilin. Wikipedia Wikitravel

We stop on the road to eat lunch.

Finished with lunch and waiting for our bus.

Next stop is at a pearl museum. Video
Here we get an introduction.

About pearls.
Examples of products.
Here are some models that showed off the pearls.
They of course had to try to get the show off the pearls too.

Of course there were some who wanted to buy pearls.

We waited in the coffee shop while the others were shopping.

In Guilin we stayed at Sheraton Guilin Hotel
The dining room.
We had a gin and tonic before dinner. The dinner was as buffet at the hotel.

The 10th day we were on a boat trip on Li river. We carry with us lunch boxes from the hotel. The previous group had been bad of food that they ate on the boat, so Star Tour would not take any chances with us.

Here the boats are waiting for passengers.

Many different types of boats.

There are many who have gone on board before us.

Our group also comes into place.
Everybody are welcomed.

Then the boats are off.

Below is a series of photos from the trip down the river.
Then we are approaching the end of the boat ride.

On land is a guy with a **cormorant** used for **fishing in the river**.

Here is our boat at the dock.

**Buying pressure.**

Then we go to the city **Yangshou**.
So we sit at a restaurant while the rest of the party is out shopping.

One of the party is trying a Chinese hat.
Anne Berit is reading the menu.

I take a picture of the street outside the restaurant.

After some time at the restaurant, we go towards the bus.

Such umbrellas on mopeds was pretty ordinary.
From the ride back to Guilin.